
Chapter 3

2-D Field Data Results

In 1997, WesternGeco distributed a 2-D dataset, acquired in the Mississippi Canyon region of

the Gulf of Mexico, for the testing of multiple suppression algorithms. As illustrated on the

CMP-stacked section, Figure 3.1, the data contain a variety of strong surface-related multiples

which hamper primary imaging, and enough geologic complexity to render one-dimensional

multiple suppression methods ineffectual.

In this chapter, I show the results of testing my particular implementation of the LSJIMP

technique on 750 CMP locations of the Mississippi Canyon dataset, modeling four multiple

generators–the seabed, two strong shallow reflectors, and the top of salt–as labeled by the

picks on Figure 3.1. Only first order multiples are included in the inversion. Thus in equation

(2.28), nsurf = 4 and p = 1.

Estimation of a multiple generator’s reflection coefficient is a crucially important step in

my implementation of LSJIMP. Figures 3.2-3.5 illustrate the result of applying the reflec-

tion coefficient methodology outlined in Section 2.2.5 to each of the four multiple generators

shown in Figure 3.1. Each Figure shows a stack of the local windows around the primary

reflection and first pure multiple after alignment with cross-correlation, weighted by a user-

defined residual weight which is set to zero where the data appear incoherent, and to one

elsewhere. The seabed and R1 reflections (Figures 3.2 and 3.3) have the greatest coherency,

with fairly consistent estimated reflection coefficients across all midpoints, although the R1
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Figure 3.1: Stacked Mississippi Canyon 2-D dataset (750 midpoints), annotated with impor-
tant multiple-generating horizons and multiples, after application of t 2 gain. Four multiple
generators were modeled in the LSJIMP inversion: WB - seabed; R1,R2 - strong shallow
reflections; TS - top of salt. Bottom of salt – BS, is also shown. Naming convention for
pure first-order multiples: (reflector)M, e.g., R1M. Naming convention for first-order pegleg
multiples: (target)PL(multiple generator), e.g., BSPLWB. results2d-gulf.stackraw [CR]
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pure multiple partially overlaps the strong R2 seabed pegleg and tends to bias the estimated

R1 reflection coefficient upward. The short wavelength of the multi-peaked R2 reflection (Fig-

ure 3.4) cause offset-dependent tuning effects that somewhat degrades our ability to reliably

estimate a reflection coefficient. Lastly, strong head waves and a rugose salt top degrade the

coherency of the top-of-salt reflection and its multiple (Figure 3.5), although we can get a

fairly reliable estimate between midpoints of about 12000 and 18000 meters.

Figure 3.2: Top: Stack of win-
dow around seabed reflection (WB).
Center: Stack of window around
seabed pure multiple (WBM). Bot-
tom: estimated WB reflection coeffi-
cient. results2d-rc.1.gulf [CR]

Figure 3.3: Top: Stack of window
around R1 reflection. Center: Stack
of window around R1 pure multiple
(R1M). Bottom: estimated R1 reflec-
tion coefficient. results2d-rc.2.gulf
[CR]

WesternGeco supplied a depth interval velocity model, so computation of stacking veloc-

ities was trivial. I ran LSJIMP with 20 conjugate gradient iterations on 28 CPUs (1.3 Ghz
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Figure 3.4: Top: Stack of window
around R2 reflection. Center: Stack
of window around R2 pure multiple
(R2M). Bottom: estimated R2 reflec-
tion coefficient. results2d-rc.3.gulf
[CR]

Figure 3.5: Top: Stack of window
around top-of-salt reflection (TS).
Center: Stack of window around top-
of-salt pure multiple (TSM). Bottom:
estimated TS reflection coefficient.
results2d-rc.4.gulf [CR]
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Pentium 3) of a Linux cluster, for a total run time of around 3 hours, including all I/O. Coin-

cidentally, the run time is very similar to the prestack wave-equation depth migration run to

generate the results in section 3.0.1.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the stack of the LSJIMP primary image, m0, which should contain

only primaries. From the difference panel (c), note that important above-salt peglegs are al-

most entirely removed. Primaries are not visibly damaged. Salt rugosity contributes negatively

to the separation, by forming diffractions that are not modeled by HEMNO, and by violating

HEMNO’s small reflector dip assumption. Still, LSJIMP does a fairly good job of removing

the specular components of strong salt-related multiples. Some deep multiple energy remains.

While unmodeled multiple events, such as internal salt multiples, may explain the residual, an-

other likely contributor is the complex subsalt wave propagation. Time imaging operators like

HEMNO generally perform more poorly than depth migration below large velocity contrasts.

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 make the same comparison as Figure 3.6, but in small windows to

emphasize local features. The geological context of Figure 3.7 is a generally well-behaved

sedimentary basin, with shallow dips and low velocity contrast. Notice that a variety of strong

peglegs are largely removed without badly damaging the many updipping primary events in

the section. Figure 3.8 is taken from over the tabular salt body. The multiples visible in this

window are effectively separated from the data, even those from the top and bottom of the

salt. Weak subsalt primaries, like the anticlinal structure which peaks around CMP 16000 m

are not visibly harmed by the separation.

Figures 3.9-3.11 show the LSJIMP results at three midpoint locations. In each Figure,

panels (c), (d), (g), and (h) illustrate the estimated total first order multiple from each of the

four multiple generators. For instance, to generate the estimated seabed pegleg panel (c), we

construct a model vector,

mwb =

[

0 m1,0,1 m1,1,1 0 0 0 0 0 0
]T

, (3.1)

where vector 0 has the same dimension as a CMP gather and vectors m1,0,1 and m1,1,1 are the

images of the source and receiver peglegs from the seabed. To compute the estimated total
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Figure 3.6: Mississippi Canyon stacked section before and after LSJIMP. All panels windowed
in time from 3.5 to 5.5 seconds and gained with t 2. (a) Raw data stack. (b) Stack of estimated
primary image, m0. (c) Stack of the subtracted multiples. Prominent multiples labeled as in
Figure 3.1. results2d-stackcomp.gulf [CR,M]
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Figure 3.7: Zoom of Mississippi Canyon stacked section before and after LSJIMP. All panels
windowed in time from 3.7 to 4.9 seconds and in midpoint from 500 to 3200 meters and gained
with t2. (a) Raw data; (b) Estimated primaries (m0); (c) Stack of the subtracted multiples.
Multiples labeled as in Figure 3.1. results2d-stackcomp.zoom.1.gulf [CR,M]

Figure 3.8: Zoom of Mississippi Canyon stacked section before and after LSJIMP. All pan-
els windowed in time from 3.4 to 4.8 seconds and in midpoint from 13850 to 17850 me-
ters and gained with t2. (a) Raw data; (b) Estimated primaries (m0); (c) Stack of the sub-
tracted multiples. Multiples labeled as in Figure 3.1. Subsalt primary events labeled “P”.
results2d-stackcomp.zoom.3.gulf [CR,M]
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first-order seabed pegleg, we simply apply the LSJIMP forward model:

dwb = Lmwb. (3.2)

An analogous process can be repeated for the first-order peglegs from the other three multiple

generators modeled here. The modeled data (panel (e)) is simply the sum of the estimated

primaries (panel (b)) and the first-order peglegs from the four modeled multiple generators.

The residual error (panel (f)) is the difference between the input data and modeled data, with

the residual weight applied to account for missing traces in the input.

Figure 3.9 comes from the sedimentary basin portion of the data. The multiples on this

gather have fairly simple moveout behavior. From the relatively small amount of correlated

energy on the residual error panel (f), we see that most multiples present in the data are mod-

eled well by LSJIMP. However, notice the introduction of a “new” event to the modeled data

around τ = 4.15s. The R1M event overlaps with R2PLWB, which leads to crosstalk leakage

and a poor estimate of R1’s reflection coefficient. As we will see later, in section 3.3, the

nonlinear updating scheme of section 2.1.8 helps solve this problem.

Figure 3.10 is drawn from the left-hand side of the salt body. The separation results are

quite good, both for the relatively simple shallow multiples and for the complex salt-related

multiples, which visibly split. A flat event around 4.5 seconds, which appears to be a primary,

is actually most likely a pegleg multiple from the base of salt, flattened because the stacking

velocity decreases below the salt.

Figure 3.11 is drawn from the right-hand side of the salt body. As with Figure 3.10,

some of the complex splitting behavior in the salt-related peglegs is effectively modeled by

HEMNO. In this case, the reflector dips are such that the events split at medium offsets, but

happen to coincide at far offsets. Signal events are quite difficult to spot under the multiples,

but some shallow events are uncovered.
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Figure 3.9: Mississippi Canyon CMP 55 (1440 m). Events labeled as in Figure 3.1. All
panels NMO’ed with stacking velocity and windowed in time from 3.5 to 5.5 seconds and
gained with t2. (a) Raw data; (b) Estimated primaries (m0); (c) Estimated WB peglegs;
(d) Estimated R1 peglegs; (e) Estimated data (sum of (b), (c), (d), (g), and (h)); (f) Data
residual (difference of (a) and (e)); (g) Estimated R2 peglegs; (h) Estimated TS peglegs.
results2d-comp1.4.lsrow.gulf.55 [CR]
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Figure 3.10: Mississippi Canyon CMP 344 (9150 m). Events labeled as in Figure 3.1. All
panels NMO’ed with stacking velocity and windowed in time from 3.5 to 5.5 seconds and
gained with t2. (a) Raw data; (b) Estimated primaries (m0); (c) Estimated WB peglegs;
(d) Estimated R1 peglegs; (e) Estimated data (sum of (b), (c), (d), (g), and (h)); (f) Data
residual (difference of (a) and (e)); (g) Estimated R2 peglegs; (h) Estimated TS peglegs.
results2d-comp1.4.lsrow.gulf.344 [CR]
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Figure 3.11: Mississippi Canyon CMP 540 (14400.0 m). Events labeled as in Figure 3.1.
All panels NMO’ed with stacking velocity and windowed in time from 3.5 to 5.5 seconds
and gained with t2. (a) Raw data; (b) Estimated primaries (m0); (c) Estimated WB pe-
glegs; (d) Estimated R1 peglegs; (e) Estimated data (sum of (b), (c), (d), (g), and (h)); (f)
Data residual (difference of (a) and (e)); (g) Estimated R2 peglegs; (h) Estimated TS peglegs.
results2d-comp1.4.lsrow.gulf.540 [CR]
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3.0.1 Depth Migration Before and After LSJIMP

My particular LSJIMP implementation would likely come early in a modern seismic process-

ing flow; after stacking velocity analysis, but before depth migration and interval velocity

model building. Therefore a scenario of considerable practical interest is to view LSJIMP as

a multiple suppression algorithm, and to treat the estimated LSJIMP primaries (after inverse

NMO) as demultipled data, which would then be depth migrated.

WesternGeco supplied a depth interval velocity model with the data. I migrated the raw

data and the LSJIMP primary data using a 2-D Extended Split-Step prestack depth migration

algorithm (Stoffa et al., 1990) with three so-called “reference velocities” to handle lateral

velocity variation. Image sampling in depth is 6.67 meters. The migration algorithm outputs

gathers as a function of depth, midpoint, and subsurface offset. Using the method of Sava

and Fomel (2000), the offset gathers are converted to Angle-domain Common-image gathers

(ADCIGs) as a function of opening angle at the reflector.

Figure 3.12 shows angle stacks, after a z1.5 gain, of the Mississippi Canyon raw data, the

data after LSJIMP, and the difference of the two. The Figure is similar in style to Figure 3.6.

The removed multiples are simplest to view on the left-hand side of the section, where the

geology is less complicated than under the salt body. In the sedimentary region, we notice, as

before, that LSJIMP can cleanly separate primaries from many different multiple reflections.

In the salt region, the results are somewhat muddied, since migration strongly defocuses multi-

ples. We see that much multiple energy has been removed, though much remains. Subsalt pri-

maries, already difficult to spot without any multiple energy, are uncovered better, especially

around 3500 meters depth. The dominant dip is negative (toward the surface with increasing

midpoint).

For reasons explained in more detail in section 3.0.2, some primary energy is seen on the

difference panel, where we hope to see only multiple energy. The loss of primary energy,

while well below the clip value anywhere, is strongest for the top of salt reflection. Much of

the lost energy has a high spatial wavenumber, and likely arises from diffractions which my

implementation of LSJIMP cannot model. Also, the large velocity contrast at the top of salt

gives rise to strong head waves, which have a high apparent velocity. These events, which are
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not flat after NMO for primaries, are filtered out as noise by the LSJIMP regularization which

differences across offset.

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 illustrate, after z1.5 gain, ADCIGs at midpoints 55 and 344 (of 750),

respectively. Compare these Figures to Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Figure 3.13 is extracted from the

sedimentary region of the data. Notice that LSJIMP has quite cleanly separated multiples from

the primaries, and certainly improved our ability to interpret the angle gather for amplitude-

versus-angle phenomena.

Figure 3.14, on the other hand, is extracted from the salt-bearing region of the data. Vi-

sually, it is far more difficult on the angle gather to distinguish primaries from multiples,

although peglegs from shallow reflectors, between 3500 and 4300 meters depth, are recogniz-

able and cleanly removed from the data, uncovering some hidden primaries. Notice that some

downcurving reflections within the salt (1900 to 2800 meters depth), which may be internal

multiples, are attenuated by LSJIMP, since they are not flat like true signal events. Further-

more, the events with negative dip below 4000 meters, which may be out-of-plane reflections

or diffractions, are also attenuated somewhat.

3.0.2 A closer look at the residuals

The theoretical development of the LSJIMP algorithm given in Chapter 2 defines the data and

model residuals in mathematical and algorithmic terms, but in this section, I more practically

illustrate the structure of and relationship between the residual vectors with a real data ex-

ample. Figures 3.15-3.20 were computed at CMP 55 or 750 of the Mississippi Canyon 2-D

dataset, in the sedimentary region of the data. Figures which display seismic data are divided

in half along the time axis and clipped independently for viewing purposes.

Figure 3.15 illustrates, as a function of conjugate gradient iteration, the norm of the data

and model residuals from the LSJIMP inversion at CMP 55. Although the norm of the com-

bined model and data residual [equation (2.12)] is guaranteed to decrease with iteration, we

see that the individual residuals may decrease at different rates, or even increase with iteration.

Of particular interest in the Figure is the model residual corresponding to differentiation across
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Figure 3.12: Angle stacks after prestack depth migration. Panel (a): Raw data.
Panel (b): LSJIMP estimated primaries after inverse NMO. Panel (c): Difference.
results2d-stackcomp-weimig.gulf [CR,M]
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Figure 3.13: Angle gather comparison at CMP 55 of 750. Panel (a): Raw data.
Panel (b): LSJIMP estimated primaries after inverse NMO. Panel (c): Difference.
results2d-angcomp.weimig.gulf.55 [CR]
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Figure 3.14: Angle gather comparison at CMP 344 of 750. Panel (a): Raw data.
Panel (b): LSJIMP estimated primaries after inverse NMO. Panel (c): Difference.
results2d-angcomp.weimig.gulf.344 [CR]
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individual images (r[1]
m in equation (2.12)). As a starting guess, I simply “spread” a stacked

trace of the primaries across all offsets, for all images. r[1]
m is roughly a measure of image

dissimilarity. As the images are adjusted to fit variations in the data, the images become more

dissimilar, and the model residual initially increases, before decreasing slowly with iteration.

Figure 3.15: Individual data and
model residuals as a function of it-
eration for LSJIMP inversion, CMP
55 of 750. “rm_ord”, “rm_off”, and
“rm_xtalk” derive from r[1]

m , r[2]
m , and

r[3]
m in equation (2.12), respectively,

while “rm_tot” is the sum of these
residuals. “rd” is the data residual,
while “total” denotes the combined
LSJIMP residual of equation (2.12).
results2d-respow.gulf [CR]

Figure 3.16 compares the data residual and raw data at CMP 55. A somewhat similar com-

parison was made earlier, in Figures 3.9-3.11, to examine the quality of fit to the multiples, but

the earlier portions of the time axis were not shown. At earlier times, notice that the data resid-

ual contains some primary energy. The model regularization terms in the LSJIMP inversion

cause the misfit. LSJIMP’s working definition of “signal” includes events that are perfectly flat

with offset on all images (with “smooth” AVO variation) and perfectly self-consistent multiple

and primary images. If, for instance, the stacking velocity does not perfectly flatten a primary,

or if primary and multiple events are misaligned or mis-modeled in terms of amplitude, we

will see some primary energy in the data residual. Furthermore, notice increased misfit at near

offsets versus far offsets. As noted in Section 2.2, the model regularization operators are not

applied where the multiples provide no information – specifically, as far offsets, as dictated

by Snell Resmpling. The fact that we see little to no residual primary energy at far offsets

confirms the notion that model regularization terms cause the observed misfit at near offsets.

Figure 3.17 simply shows all nine (four multiple generators, first-order multiples only)

panels of the model space at CMP 55. Comparing the primary image (”m0”) directly with the
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Figure 3.16: Raw data (left) and data residual (right) compared for CMP 55 of 750. NMO with
primary stacking velocity applied to facilitate discrimination between multiples and primaries.
results2d-resd.gulf [CR]
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raw data shown in Figure 3.16, notice that obvious multiples have been strongly, but not totally,

suppressed and that two prominent primary reflections between 4.4 and 4.8 seconds uncovered.

This Figure and Figures 3.18-3.20, which display the various model residual vectors, have the

same graphical layout.

Figure 3.17: LSJIMP model space at CMP 55 of 750. “m0” is the primary image, m0, while
“mikm” corresponds to mi ,k,m , the image of the k th split of the i th-order pegleg multiple from
the mth multiple generator. results2d-model.gulf [CR]

Figure 3.18 illustrates the model residual corresponding to the differencing across images
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regularization operator derived in Section 2.1.4, and to r[1]
m in equation (2.12). First notice that

the last panel, “m114” is blank. The differencing operator subtracts one image panel from the

previous, in exactly the left-to-right order shown on the Figure. The difference is not defined

for the last image, here “m114”. The difference is zero-valued at far offsets, because the

multiples provide no information here, as mentioned in the discussion of Figure 3.16. Above

the onset of the seabed pure multiple, notice on the residual panels some primary energy, the

presence of which can be explained by misalignment of primaries and multiples after imaging

or by inaccuracies in the amplitude modeling of the multiples. In theory, after proper imaging,

the multiples should be “copies of the primary”; any deviations from this state will appear

on the model residual shown in Figure 3.18. At later times, we notice considerable residual

multiple energy. As discussed in Section 2.1.4 (Figure 2.1), crosstalk events from one image

panel to another do not generally coincide at far offsets.

Figure 3.18 illustrates the model residual corresponding to the differencing across offset

regularization operator derived in Section 2.1.5, and to r[2]
m in equation (2.12). The panels are

fairly simple to understand; the differencing filter amplifies high spatial wavenumber events,

such as multiples at far offsets, random noise, or non-flat primaries. Notice that the difference

is not taken at the far offsets of the multiple panels, where no multiple energy is recorded.

Figure 3.20 illustrates the model residual corresponding to the crosstalk penalty weighting

regularization operator derived in Section 2.1.6, and to r[3]
m in equation (2.12). Conceptually,

the panels are easily understood; each is simply the result of applying the crosstalk weight

to the corresponding panel of the LSJIMP estimated model (Figure 3.17). In the case of the

primary panel, “m0”, the weight attempts to penalize all the modeled multiples. In the case

of the multiple panels, the weight attempts to penalize multiples from all the other multiple

generators.

3.1 SRME versus HEMNO

Verschuur et al. (1992) of Delft University presented a very effective autoconvolutional model-

ing technique for surface-related multiples, known as the “SRME” (Surface-related Multiple

Elimination) method. Assuming sufficiently dense source coverage, as is typical with 2-D
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Figure 3.18: LSJIMP model residual r[1]
m at CMP 55 of 750. Each panel is the differ-

ence of one panel of the estimated model and the next panel to the right (see Figure 3.17).
results2d-resm.order.gulf [CR]
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Figure 3.19: LSJIMP model residual r[2]
m at CMP 55 of 750. Each sample of each panel is the

difference of that sample and the adjacent sample in offset, on the corresponding estimated
model panel (see Figure 3.17). results2d-resm.offsetx.gulf [CR]
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Figure 3.20: LSJIMP model residual r[3]
m at CMP 55 of 750. Each panel is the result of

applying crosstalk weights to the corresponding estimated model panel (see Figure 3.17).
results2d-resm.xtalk.gulf [CR]
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towed-streamer marine data, the method accurately models all multiples which bounce down-

ward at the acquisition datum, but nowhere else. SRME can model diffracted multiples and

other complex events, and most compellingly, requires no prior knowledge of the subsurface

geology. Once estimated, the SRME multiple model is usually subtracted from the recorded

data by any number of adaptive subtraction techniques.

Postponing a discussion of SRME’s limitations with 3-D narrow azimuth marine data until

Chapter 4, the method has a number of limitations in 2-D. The method obtains a multiple

model by iteratively adding terms of an infinite series, although in practice only one iteration

is done. After one iteration, the wavelet of the multiple model will generally be stretched

somewhat because it is generated via autoconvolution. Additionally, the near-offset gap of

the multiple model is twice that in the data. Since near-offset multiple energy contributes

most to the stack, accurate extrapolation of the near-offset traces is crucial. Another limitation

of SRME is its tendency to “over-predict” higher-order multiples; this may hamper some

subtraction algorithms.

In this section, I compare an SRME multiple model (one iteration), computed by Antoine

Guitton, with a multiple model generated by the method outlined previously for the computa-

tion of crosstalk (section 2.1.6), using HEMNO as the imaging engine. Figures 3.21 and 3.22

compare the SRME and HEMNO results at CMP locations 55 (1440 m) and 344 (9150 m),

respectively. The results of LSJIMP at same CMP locations are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.

Figure 3.21 is taken from the sedimentary basin portion of the Mississippi Canyon data.

We first notice the improved near-offset coverage of the HEMNO model. Kinematically, both

HEMNO and SRME match the shallow multiple events quite accurately. Deeper in the gather,

we see little order to the multiples in the data. Many of the primaries in the 2.5-3.5 second

range may come from out-of-plane reflectors or diffractors, hence the multiples of these events

will not have the expected kinematics. In 2-D, both HEMNO and SRME assume that all energy

propagates in the plane of acquisition. Figure 3.22 is taken from over the salt body. Notice

that both the HEMNO and SRME models fairly accurately represent the strong split peglegs

from the top of salt reflection.
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Figure 3.21: HEMNO versus SRME comparison, CMP 55 (1440m). Left: raw data. Center:
HEMNO multiple model. Right: SRME multiple model. results2d-delft.comp.55 [CR]
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Figure 3.22: HEMNO versus SRME comparison, CMP 344 (9150). Left: raw data. Center:
HEMNO multiple model. Right: SRME multiple model. results2d-delft.comp.344 [CR]
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Figures 3.23 and 3.24 compare the HEMNO and SRME multiple models on constant-

offset sections. Here, we can check each model for correct event positioning–especially im-

portant when complex peglegs split. On a near-offset section (Figure 3.23), we see that both

methods accurately match the kinematics of the important multiple reflections. The region

highlighted by the circle illustrates the stretched wavelet of the SRME model. The region

highlighted by the oval shows how the poorly-estimated R1 reflection coefficient has caused

an overly strong event to appear in the HEMNO model. On a medium-offset section (Figure

3.24) we again see that both models roughly mimic the multiples in the data. Of special inter-

est is the positioning of split multiple events. In the region highlighted by the circle, all three

methods correctly model the split pegleg. The amplitudes on the HEMNO model appear truer

to the data. In the region highlighted by the tall oval, we see that the HEMNO model does

not accurately represent the data, but the SRME model does. In the region highlighted by the

wide oval, we see that SRME better models the diffractions and other features of the complex

top of salt pure multiple.

3.2 Playing Devil’s Advocate: What do the multiples add?

LSJIMP seeks to exploit another type of multiplicity in the data, that between multiples and

primaries. I claimed in Chapter 2 that by adding the model regularization which differences

between images (section 2.1.5), we expect that information from the multiples can fill illumi-

nation holes or missing trace and also lead to better discrimination between signal and noise.

The veracity of this claim is central to the labeling of LSJIMP as a “joint imaging” algorithm.

If false, then we conclude that the multiples add nothing to the inversion. I ran a simple test

to determine what, if anything, the multiples add to the LSJIMP inversion, I “turn off” the

regularization which differences across images by setting ε2 = 0 in equation (2.12). Figures

3.25-3.28 show the results of this test.

Figure 3.25 shows the stack of the estimated primaries, m0, with ε2 = 0, and can be com-

pared directly with Figure 3.6. Differences are apparent, although subtle. Generally, we notice

a loss of coherency in the estimated multiples (difference panel).

More revealing are Figures 3.26 and 3.27, which show a zoomed view of two regions
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Figure 3.23: HEMNO versus SRME near-offset comparison. Left: raw data. Center:
HEMNO multiple model. Right: SRME multiple model. Regions of interest are highlighted.
results2d-delft.noffcomp [CR]
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Figure 3.24: HEMNO versus SRME medium-offset comparison. Left: raw data. Center:
HEMNO multiple model. Right: SRME multiple model. Regions of interest are highlighted.
results2d-delft.moffcomp [CR]
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Figure 3.25: Top: raw data stack. Center: estimated LSJIMP primaries stack, with
ε2 = 0. Bottom: difference panel (estimated multiples) stack. Compare with Figure 3.6.
results2d-stackcomp-devils.gulf [CR,M]
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of Figure 3.25, and are directly comparable to Figures 3.7 and 3.8, respectively. Comparing

Figure 3.26 to Figure 3.7, we again note a general decrease in estimated multiple coherency

when ε2 = 0. We also can see that in regions where multiples overlap primaries, like at 3.7

seconds/1200 meters, setting ε2 = 0 leads to some losses in primary energy. Comparing Figure

3.27 to Figure 3.8, we see that setting ε2 = 0 leads to a generally worse result. Less multiple

energy is removed, particularly from some of the salt-related multiples, like TSPLWB and

BSPLWB, and again, the subtracted energy is less coherent.

Figure 3.26: Zoom on Figure 3.25, from the sedimentary basin section of the data.
Top: raw data stack. Center: estimated LSJIMP primaries stack, with ε2 = 0.
Bottom: difference panel (estimated multiples) stack. Compare with Figure 3.7.
results2d-stackcomp-devils.zoom.1.gulf [CR,M]

Figure 3.27: Zoom on Figure 3.25, from the subsalt section of the data. Top: raw data stack.
Center: estimated LSJIMP primaries stack, with ε2 = 0. Bottom: difference panel (esti-
mated multiples) stack. Compare with Figure 3.8. results2d-stackcomp-devils.zoom.3.gulf
[CR,M]

Finally, Figure 3.28 compares the result of setting ε2 = 0 in the prestack sense, at CMP

55 of 750. The left-hand panels compare the estimated primaries with ε2 = 1.0 and ε2 = 0,
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while the right-hand panels compare (after NMO) the data residuals for ε2 = 1.0 and ε2 = 0.

The panels are split in half vertically and clipped at a different value, labeled on the plot, for

display purposes. Comparing the estimated primaries, we see from the small oval that where

multiples and primaries overlap, setting ε2 = 0 reduces the quality of the separation. Primaries

are less coherent with offset, and the primary panel contains some energy corresponding to

the seabed pure multiple. From the larger oval, notice that for the strongest multiples, setting

ε2 = 0 leads to poorer separation. Comparing the data residuals, we see from the top pair of

ovals that if ε2 > 0, we generally somewhat damage the primaries, which we expect if we have

velocity errors, mis-alignment between imaged primaries and multiples, or incorrect reflection

coefficient. This issue was discussed earlier, in section 3.0.2. However, we also note from the

lower pair of ovals, that setting ε2 = 0 seems to have reduced our ability to accurately model

the important multiples.

3.3 Nonlinear Iteration Test

In this section I test the nonlinear iteration outlined in section 2.1.8 on the Mississippi Canyon

data. I ran only one nonlinear iteration. Since the velocity model is already quite nicely

determined, I did not do residual velocity analysis after the first run of LSJIMP. However, I

did recompute the crosstalk weights and the reflection coefficients for each of the four multiple

generators.

The updated crosstalk weights are shown in Figure 3.29, at CMP 55 of 750. The most

notable difference after the nonlinear update is the infill of the near offsets. Although invisible

in this case, the nonlinear update also allows us to model crosstalk energy below twice the

onset of the first seabed multiple, which would be 7.5 seconds. This ability is very important

for data recorded in shallower water.

Figure 3.30 compares the weighted data residual at CMP 55 of 750 before and after the

nonlinear update. The Figure is split in half along the time axis as explained earlier in section

3.0.2. The most striking differences are highlighted with ovals. As mentioned earlier, the

R1 pure multiple and R2 seabed pegleg overlap over most of the 2-D line, which inhibits

estimation of R1’s reflection coefficient. Although I do not show the updated R1 reflection
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Figure 3.28: Left-hand panels: Estimated LSJIMP primaries at CMP 55 of 750, with ε2 = 1.0
and ε2 = 0.0. Right-hand panels: Weighted data residuals at CMP 55 (after NMO) with ε2 =

1.0 and ε2 = 0.0. Left-hand and right-hand panels split in half along time axis and clipped
independently for display clarity. results2d-devils.gulf [CR,M]
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Figure 3.29: Crosstalk weights at CMP 55 of 750, before and after one nonlinear up-
date. Left: Crosstalk weights before update. Right: Crosstalk weights after update.
results2d-crosstalk.gulf.iter [CR,M]
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coefficient, Figure 3.30 implicitly illustrates the beneficial change. The event highlighted in

ovals on the residual panels, which has three visible peaks, does not have that wavelet shape in

the raw data. Crosstalk between the overlapping events and an improperly high R1 reflection

coefficient cause the event to be “manufactured” in the LSJIMP result. By better estimating the

R1 reflection coefficient, the event is not present in the residual, and thus, not manufactured by

LSJIMP. Other that this event, however, the differences between the two panels are minimal.

Figure 3.30: LSJIMP data residual before and after nonlinear update of crosstalk weights
and reflection coefficients. Left: residual before updating. Right: residual after updat-
ing. Panels split in half along time axis for display purposes and clipped as labeled.
results2d-resd-iter1.gulf [CR,M]
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Figure 3.30 compares the LSJIMP estimated primaries at CMP 55 of 750 before and after

the nonlinear update. The Figure is split in half along the time axis as explained earlier in

section 3.0.2. Ovals highlight the same regions as were highlighted in Figure 3.30. The

differences between the two estimated primary panels are quite subtle; the difference panel on

the right is more englightening. Notice how the manufactured event discussed earlier is better

suppressed after the nonlinear update.

Figure 3.31: LSJIMP estimated primaries before and after nonlinear update of crosstalk
weights and reflection coefficients. Left: m0 before updating. Center: m0 after updating.
Right: Difference. Panels split in half along time axis for display purposes and clipped as
labeled. results2d-model-iter1.gulf [CR,M]
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Finally, Figure 3.32 shows the stack of the LSJIMP estimated primaries after the nonlin-

ear update. The Figure is directly comparable with Figure 3.6. Again, the differences are

quite subtle. Notice an improvement in the removal of deep, salt-related multiple events, like

BSPLTS.
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Figure 3.32: Top: raw data stack. Center: estimated LSJIMP primaries stack after nonlin-
ear updating of crosstalk weights and reflection coefficients. Bottom: difference panel (esti-
mated multiples) stack. Figure annotated and displayed with same gain and clip as Figure 3.6.
results2d-stackcomp-iter1.gulf [CR,M]
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